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Carol* & George Stayte (UK). DOUBLE C CWDC.Jan 2009
*Fully Qualified D&G Instructor. 02392 423925. carol.stayte@ntlworld.com
Partner Dance.(64 counts) Mirror Image, opposite Footwork throughout, Gents step
Start Facing LOD. Open Promenade position, holding inside hands,
Lady Slightly forward from Gent.
Cabo San Lucas - Toby Keith. CD. That Don't Make Me A Bad Guy (115 bpm) - Get CD

Side Rock, Recover, Cross Shuffle (X2).
(Change hands behind ladies back on shuffle to hold inside hands)
Rock to the side on Left, recover on right, cross shuffle LRL.
(Change hands behind ladies back on shuffle to hold inside hands)
Rock to the side on right, recover on left, cross shuffle RLR
Rock Forward, Recover, 1/2 Turn Shuffle. Pivot 1/2. Shuffle Forward.
(Release hands, take up inside hands)
Rock fwd on left, recover on right, 1/2 turn shuffle turning left on a LRL. RLOD.
(Release hands)
Step pivot 1/2 Turn left, right shuffle fwd. LOD.
1/4 Turn. Weave. (Gent: 1/4 Turn. Step Forward. Triple Step) (Lady: 3/4 Turn Triple

(Into open double handhold)
Gent:
Step to side on left turn 1/4 right to face lady, right behind left,
step to side on left, cross right over left. OLOD.
Lady:
Step to side on right turn 1/4 left to face gent, left behind right,
step to side on right, cross left over right. ILOD.
(Release ladies left hand, take up ladies left hand on completion of turn. Closed
Country and Western.)
5-8
Gent:
Turn 1/4 to LOD on left, walk fwd on right, Shuffle fwd LRL. LOD.
Lady:
Turn 1/4 right on right, 1/2 turn right stepping back on left,
shuffle back. RLR. (Face to Face) RLOD.
Rock. Recover. Side Chasse. (X2)
1-4
Rock right over left, recover on left, right chasse. RLR (Lady: Rock behind)
5-8
Rock left over right, recover on right, left chasse. LRL (Lady: Rock behind)
(Gent: Walk. Walk. Shuffle) (Lady: 1/2 Turn . Shuffle) Walk. Walk. Shuffle,
(Release left hand, right hand over ladies head)
1-4
Gent:
Walk fwd right, left, small steps, Shuffle RLR. LOD.
Lady:
1/2 Turn right on a left, right, Shuffle fwd LRL. (To Gents left side.) LOD.
(Holding inside hands)
5-8
Walk fwd on a left, right, left shuffle fwd.
(Gent: Step Behind. Side. Triple Step.) ( Lady: Full Turn Triple Step) Walk. Walk.
Shuffle.
(Release ladies right hand, pick up ladies left hand)
1-4
Gent:
Step right behind left, left to the side, triple in place RLR.(Behind Lady)
Lady:
Full turn right on Left, right. across front of gent, triple in place LRL. To Gents right
side.
5-8
Walk fwd on a left, right, left shuffle forward. LOD
1-4

1-4

Rock, Recover, 1/4 Turn Chasse. Rock. Recover 1/4 Turn Shuffle.
(Take up hands into open handhold.)
Gent:
Rock fwd on right, recover on left, 1/4 turn chasse RLR turning right, to face Lady.
Lady:
Rock fwd on left, recover on right, 1/4 turn chasse LRL turning left, to face Gent.

5-8
1-4
5-8

(Release ladies right hand, now holding inside hands)
Gent: Rock left over right, recover on right, 1/4 turn shuffle turning left on LRL. LOD.
Lady: Rock right over left, recover on left, 1/4 turn shuffle turning right on RLR LOD.
Step, Lock, Shuffle Forward. Rocking Chair.
Step fwd on right, lock left behind right, shuffle Fwd RLR.
Rock forward on left, rock back on right, rock back on left, Step forward on right.
START AGAIN
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